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Abstract

Runtime monitoring is an important technique for catching failures. This work shows how to synthesize hardware
runtime monitors using High-Level Synthesis to check system requirements that are formalized and expressed in Signal
Temporal Logic. We describe our flow starting from a natural language requirement to hardware implementation. As a case
study, we apply our flow to monitor a mission-critical property of a missile launch.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today’s embedded systems are integrated and connected with other systems. Interconnection with the physical
world and other systems forms cyber-physical systems with both digital and analog components. If the components of
such a system are safety critical (e.g. airbag system or electronic power system in automotive domain), correct system
integration is of prior importance.
Verification and validation of such safety-critical systems poses major challenges for the industrial community:
simulation and manual testing, which are the prevalent state-of-the-art practices are time consuming, ad-hoc and prone
to human errors. Moreover, these techniques might not be applicable in case of analog parts because of simulation
time and resource consumption. We see the application of formal methods as a promising direction to improve and
speed up state-of-the-art practice in verification and validation.
Runtime monitoring [1] is a formal technique that checks if a property of interest holds during the current run of a
system. Signal Temporal Logic (STL) [2] is a declarative formal language, that we use for formalizing requirements of
cyber-physical systems. We propose to use STL as a specification language for building runtime monitors. This allows
to check if runs of an emulated system (or the implementation of the system) satisfy the pre-defined mission-critical
properties. To achieve this we present the flow from a natural language requirement to implementation of a monitor.
Although our target application is checking a protocol in the automotive domain, for illustrative purposes we
consider a case study which represent easy-to-grasp, illustrative example of a mission-critical property of mutually
related timing properties. In this work we are concerned with runtime monitors that work in parallel with the DUT. To
keep up with the speed of the DUT, our goal is to synthesize monitors in the same hardware.
The key paper contributions can be summarized as follows:
• A study on how to synthesize STL specifications into hardware;
• Propose a complete flow from natural language requirement to synthesizable HDL code using STL for high-level
specification and HLS hardware monitor generation;
• Demonstrated a successful application of the proposed flow to enabling runtime monitor of mission-critical
properties example on a cost-effective hardware platform Zedboard.

II. R ELATED WORK
Temporal Logic (TL), introduced by Pnueli in 1977, is a formal language to reason about sequences of events
on a time axis. Since then, variants of TL have been successfully applied for reasoning about reactive systems [3],
verification of programs [4], in hardware design [5], and in design and verification of cyber-physical systems [6].
In the research community TL has attracted significant attention, resulting in various extensions that made it more
expressive. Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) [7] extends LTL by adding bounds on temporal operators. This allows one
to restrict evaluation of temporal operators to bounded intervals and use MTL as a specification language for defining
timing properties of digital systems [8]. Metric Interval Temporal Logic [9] is a restriction of MTL which does not
allow punctual intervals (i.e. containing only one time point: the form [a, a] or {a}) and benefits from this restriction
by having an efficient decision procedure.
Signal Temporal Logic [2] is an extension of MTL or MITL which allows reasoning about mixed analog digital
systems. STL handles the analog part in the logic by comparing analog variables with thresholds. The authors in [10]
successfully used STL for formalizing discovery mode of a Distributed System Interface (DSI3), in [11] the authors
generate hardware monitors for checking STL properties.
Runtime monitoring (or runtime verification [1]) is a state-of-the-art technique to ensure system-specification
conformance. The ability to derive a verdict from observing the system’s outputs without having its model, relatively
low overhead fosters interest to runtime monitoring both from theoretical [12,13] and practical points of view [14,15].
Verifying properties at runtime also allows to avoid logging and post-processing large amounts of data which can
significantly speed up finding bugs.
III. BACKGROUND
In this section we a give a concise overview of STL, which is used as a specification language for formalizing
mission-critical requirements. We consider a general formulation with both past and future temporal operators and
standard qualitative semantics. We then succinctly review how to integrate runtime verification with a DUT.
A.

Signal Temporal Logic
The syntax of an STL formula ϕ with past and future operators over a set of boolean variables P = {p1 , · · · , pm }
and real-valued variables X = {x1 , · · · , xn } is defined by the following grammar [10]:
ϕ := p | x ∼ c | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 | ϕ1 U I ϕ2 | ϕ1 S I ϕ2 ,

(1)

where p ∈ P , x ∈ X; c ∈ Q is a constant; ∼ is a binary relation of the form: {≤, <, =, >, ≥}; interval I is of the
form [a, b], where a, b ∈ N and 0 ≤ a ≤ b. An STL specification ϕ is interpreted over a mixed signal w which is a
partial function: w : T → Bm × Rn , where T is an interval [0, T ) with arbitrary finite value T i.e. a signal is a
combination of boolean and real-valued variables that are at most T in length.
The semantics of an STL formula w.r.t. to a signal w at a time point i is defined as follows:
(w, i) |= p
(w, i) |= x ∼ c
(w, i) |= ¬ϕ
(w, i) |= ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2
(w, i) |= ϕ1 U I ϕ2
(w, i) |= ϕ1 S I ϕ2

↔
↔
↔
↔
↔

p[i] = >
wx [i] ∼ c
(w, i) 6|= ϕ
(w, i) |= ϕ1 or (w, i) |= ϕ2
∃j ∈ (i + I) ∩ T : (w, j) |= ϕ2
and ∀i < k < j, (w, k) |= ϕ1
↔ ∃j ∈ (i − I) ∩ T : (w, j) |= ϕ2
and ∀j < k < i, (w, k) |= ϕ1 ,

(2)

where wx [i] is xth component of w.
Other STL operators are derived from the definition in a standard way: > = ϕ ∨ ¬ϕ; ⊥ = ¬>; eventually
Iϕ = ¬
Iϕ = ¬
I ϕ = > U I ϕ; once
I ϕ = > S I ϕ; always
I ¬ϕ; historically
I ¬ϕ. Temporal
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operators: eventually, always, once and historically also admit a natural direct definition of their semantics:

1ϕ
(w, i) |= 0 ϕ
(w, i) |= Q ϕ
(w, i) |= ` ϕ

(w, i) |=

I

↔

∃j ∈ (i + I) ∩ T : (w, j) |= ϕ

I

↔

∀j ∈ (i + I) ∩ T, (w, j) |= ϕ

I

↔

∃j ∈ (i − I) ∩ T : (w, j) |= ϕ

I

↔

∀j ∈ (i − I) ∩ T, (w, j) |= ϕ.

(3)

Figures 1 and 2 pictorially show definitions of STL future and past temporal operators: at the point ti on the time
axis, we look either forward (future) or backward (past) on the time axis to evaluate corresponding temporal operators.
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Figure 1: STL future temporal operators
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Figure 2: STL past temporal operators

B.

Runtime monitoring
Apart from the formal verification, which in general tries to answer the question whether all possible runs of a
hardware or software system adhere to given correctness properties, runtime monitoring [1] tackles a more modest
problem: “Does a current execution meet a correctness property?”. Stating the problem that way allows one to ensure
that actual implementation (apart from the model) satisfies the correctness properties and employ runtime monitoring
as a redundancy mechanism in safety-critical systems.
Figure 3 shows a general way of integrating runtime monitoring with an existing system: based on the observations
from the DUT (Hardware/Software System), a monitor delivers a verdict if a predefined specification is satisfied/violated. If the monitor is intrusive, it might perform controlling actions on the observed system upon specification
violation (dashed line). In this work we consider only non intrusive monitoring (i.e. without influence on the DUT).
Hardware / Software
System

Monitor

Verdict

Figure 3: Runtime monitoring concept
IV. P ROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper we study the problem of STL runtime monitoring. Given a system requirement expressed in a natural
language, our task is to create a complete flow which results in a runtime monitor checking if the system requirement
has been fulfilled. Our goal is to explore applicability of a general purpose programming language such as C++ for
creating STL runtime monitors: we study how to use High-Level Synthesis for generating hardware runtime monitors.
We aim to obtain both software simulations and a synthesizable HDL code that can be run on a low-cost hardware
(ZedBoard). C++ implementation of STL operators fosters reuse and will allow us to employ full capabilities of a
Zynq chip by splitting a monitor in hardware and software components.

V. H ARDWARE M ONITOR G ENERATION F LOW
In this section we describe STL runtime monitor generation flow: we start by giving a high-level picture of our
approach and what steps we perform to get the synthesizable STL monitors; we then elaborate on every step in detail.
Figure 4 shows the complete flow from natural language requirements to a synthesizable HDL code using STL
for high-level specification and HLS hardware monitor generation. First, time invariant system requirements must
be formalized to obtain a set of STL formulae which are used for hardware monitor generation. The formulae to
be hardware-synthesizable need to be converted in a specific format (containing only past temporal operators i.e.
pastified) and simplified. We use these formulae after the conversion step to simulate and check if the requirement
has been captured correctly. The off-line simulation provides us with additional guarantee of an STL property being
correct. Each STL temporal operator has a corresponding C++ implementation, which is then used to construct an STL
monitor from the previously obtained formula: the monitor comprised of STL temporal operators with appropriate time
bounds connected in accordance with the parse tree of the formula. We obtain synthesizable IPs for each temporal
operator using High-Level Synthesis.
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Figure 4: Hardware Runtime STL Monitor Generation Flow using High-Level Synthesis at Infineon Technologies
Austria AG
A.

System Requirements
In the first step, natural-language requirements must be converted to STL formulae to eliminate ambiguity and
possible misinterpretation. It is a non-trivial problem and still an open issue [16] how to express mutual dependencies
and temporal behavior and translate it in a formal language. We illustrate how the conversion is done in a case study
in Section VI.
B.

STL Formula Sets
A set of STL formulae represents requirements in a formal way, that will be implemented in hardware. The
conversion from System requirements to STL formulae must be done by an expert and at this time cannot be fully
automated: an expert must understand the requirement and then devise a corresponding formula. To facilitate this
procedure one can restrict the way system requirements can be stated in natural language and provide templates for
common cases.

C.

Pastification & Simplification
As seen from Figures 1 and 2, to evaluate STL temporal operators at a point ti we need to look either forward
(future) or backward (past) on a time axis. Clearly, we cannot evaluate a formula with future STL temporal operators
at a time point ti , since we do not know what will happen in future. Instead, we convert the formula containing future
STL temporal operators to an equisatisfiable formula which contains only past operators and postpone a verdict of
a monitor until all required information is available. We call this conversion pastification. The authors in [11, 17]
proposed pastification rules that we use in our flow. Every bounded future STL formula can be pastified.
Pastification of a bounded future STL formula ϕ is done in the following steps:
1. find a temporal depth D(ϕ) of the formula (Fig. 5). Temporal depth is a minimal time window that we need to
buffer in our implementation to reason about the satisfaction of ϕ.
2. set displacement d ≥ D(ϕ). The displacement is used in the next step of conversion and represents a number of
time steps that we need to look behind to evaluate a formula from a current time step.
3. apply the conversion from Fig. 6 recursively.

D(p)
=
D(¬ϕ)
=
D(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 )
=
D(ϕ1 → ϕ2 )
=
D( ϕ)
=
D(ϕ1 U [a,b] ϕ2 ) =
D( [a,b] ϕ)
=
D( [a,b] ϕ)
=

2
0
1

0
D(ϕ)
max{D(ϕ1 ), D(ϕ2 )}
max{D(ϕ1 ), D(ϕ2 )}
1 + D(ϕ)
b + max{D(ϕ1 ), D(ϕ2 )}
b + D(ϕ)
b + D(ϕ)

Figure 5: Computing Temporal Depth

Π(p, d)
=
Π(¬ϕ, d)
=
Π(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 , d)
=
Π(ϕ1 → ϕ2 , d)
=
Π( ϕ, d)
=
Π( [a,b] ϕ, d)
=
Π( [a,b] ϕ, d)
=
Π(ϕ1 U [a,b] ϕ2 , d) ↔
↔

2
1
0

Q

p
¬Π(ϕ, d)
Π(ϕ1 , d) ∧ Π(ϕ2 , d)
Π(ϕ1 , d) → Π(ϕ2 , d)
Π(ϕ, d − 1)
[0,b−a] Π(ϕ, d − b)
Π(ϕ, d − b)
Wz[0,b−a] i
Π(ϕ
1 U [a,b] ϕ2 , d)
Wzi=1
ϕi1 ∧
i=1 Π(
i
ϕ2 ), d)
[a−1,b−1] (ϕ1 ∧
{d}

Q
`

1

2

2

Figure 6: Pastification Conversion

D.

Temporal Operator Primitives
STL temporal operators are implemented in C++, which allows us to use this implementation both for off-line
simulation and hardware implementation. Typical STL specification contains of different temporal operators, that
can be nested and binded with logical connectives. A runtime monitor for such a specification is constructed from
temporal operator primitives, instantiated with appropriate time bounds and connected according to the parse tree of
the formula.
E.

Off-line Monitoring Framework
We use simulations to test our software implementation. In off-line monitoring we are able to generate a trace in
software, supply it to a monitor and log results. We use matplotlib to visualize results from a log file. This allows
us to raise our confidence that (i) monitor implementation is bug-free (ii) an STL property is stated correctly.
F.

High-Level Synthesis
We use High-Level Synthesis from Xilinx [18] to synthesize STL temporal primitives as an IP. We use hardwarespecific data types for utilizing hardware resources efficiently. For each temporal operator: (i) perform a test whether
an implementation with hardware-specific data types correspond to one with a generic software types; (ii) synthesize
HDL code using Vivado HLS; (iii) test if synthesized code and software generate the same results; (iv) export the IP.

VI. C ASE S TUDY AND E XPERIMENTAL R ESULT
As a case study we build a hardware monitor for a safety property that describes the launch of a missile from a
ship. Suppose that the launch is governed by three signals: “launch enable”: `, “fire enable”: f and “detonation”: d.
The signal ` characterizes whether the missile is allowed to be launched; the signal f describes the moment when a
missile has been fired; the d signal is sent to trigger detonation.
The property we monitor is a safety property of the ship in a sense that it describes correct order of actions, timing
and absence of damage to the ship from its missile:
“When the missile received the launch enable signal, it must see the fire enable signal followed within the next
four time points. After fire en has arrived, no detonation is allowed for the next five time points.” Fig. 7 graphically
represents the specification.
detonation
fire en
launch en
at most 4
at least 5

Figure 7: Missile timing property specification
We now cover the translation step from the requirement in a natural language to STL. Receiving `, f , and d signals
is equivalent to their rising edges (Fig. 7). We denote these rising edges with “↑” in the Equation 4 where ↑ p is a
shortcut for an STL formula p ∧
¬p. The relation that the arrival of ` signal must follow within four time steps
by ↑ f and subsequent absence of detonation, is by definition bounded eventually operator in STL (see Fig. 1); the
absence of ↑ d signal for five time points is a bounded always of a negated d signal:

(4)
↑ ` → [0;4] ↑ f ∧ [0;5] ¬d .



0

1

We then convert the bounded future STL formula (Eq. 4) to an equisatisfiable past one. After performing pastification (Fig. 6) step we obtain the following past STL specification:


↑
f
∧
¬d
(5)
↑
`
→
[0;5]
{5}
{9}
[0,4]

Q

Q

Q

`

In the next step we construct a circuit which represents a monitor. Each sub-formula from Eq. 5 is converted to a
corresponding STL temporal primitive. After composing a circuit we simulate it using our C++ implementation. Fig. 8
shows simulation results which are interpreted as follows: each blue dot represents a satisfaction of a corresponding
input or sub-formula. We model several scenarios of receiving `, l and f signals. The topmost signal represents an
output of a monitor, where the absence of a dot in a time stamp corresponds to specification violation: the second
scenario corresponds to d appearing too early, the fourth scenario corresponds to f appearing too late.

Q

Q
Q
`

ϕ

{9}

↑ `
↑ `

(∗) ∧ (∗∗)

[0,4]
(∗) ∧ (∗∗)
{5}

↑ f (∗)
↑ f

(∗∗)
[0;5] ¬d
d
f
`

timesteps →

Figure 8: Missile monitor: software simulation results
We use Zedboard from Xilinx and Vivado System Edition [19] (University License) for generating runtime monitors (see Fig. 9). During HLS conversion we leveraged hardware specific data types to assign all the flags in the model

exactly one bit-width and reduced native data types proportional to the width of Xilinx multipliers to save hardware
resources. Each operator has been synthesized separately to foster reuse for other specifications. We then implemented
the demonstrator on FPGA which generates `, f and d signals and checks the monitor under nominal conditions and
fault injections.

Figure 9: Experimental setup (see [20] for oscillograms)

VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we showed how to use STL and High-Level Synthesis for generation of hardware runtime monitors. We proposed a flow from system level requirements to synthesizable hardware monitors. We demonstrated our
approach on a case study where we build a hardware runtime monitor for a missile launch from natural language requirement. In future we plan to investigate advanced functionality such as splitting functionality of a monitor between
CPU and hardware as well as building a unified framework based on STL and HLS for both qualitative and quantitative
reasoning about mixed-signals.
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